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General
Confusion Over Measures of Evidence (p's) Versus Errors (a's)

in Classical Statistical Testing
Raymond HUBBARD
and M. J. BAYARRI

Confusion surroundingthe reportingand interpretationof results of classical statisticaltests is widespreadamong applied
researchers,most of whom erroneouslybelieve that such tests
areprescribedby a single coherenttheoryof statisticalinference.
This is not the case: Classical statistical testing is an anonymous hybridof the competingand frequentlycontradictoryapproachesformulatedby R. A. Fisheron the one hand,and Jerzy
Neyman and Egon Pearsonon the other.In particular,thereis a
widespreadfailureto appreciatethe incompatibilityof Fisher's
evidential p value with the Type I errorrate, a, of NeymanPearsonstatisticalorthodoxy.The distinctionbetween evidence
(p's) and error(a's) is not trivial.Instead,it reflects the fundamental differencesbetween Fisher's ideas on significancetesting and inductive inference, and Neyman-Pearson'sviews on
hypothesistesting and inductivebehavior.The emphasis of the
articleis to expose this incompatibility,but we also brieflynote
a possible reconciliation.
KEY WORDS: Conditionalerrorprobabilities;Fisher; Hypothesis test; Neyman-Pearson;p Values;Significancetest.

1. INTRODUCTION
Moderntextbooks on statisticalanalysis in the business, social, and biomedical sciences, whether at the undergraduate
or graduatelevels, typically present the subject matteras if it
were gospel: a single, unified, uncontroversialmeans of statistical inference. Rarely do these texts mention, much less discuss, that classical statisticalinference as it is commonly presentedis essentiallyan anonymoushybridconsistingof the marriage of the ideas developedby RonaldFisher on the one hand,
and Jerzy Neyman and Egon Pearsonon the other (Gigerenzer
1993; Goodman 1993, 1999; Royall 1997). It is a marriageof
convenience that neitherpartywould have condoned, for there
areimportantphilosophicalandmethodologicaldifferencesbe-
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tween them, Lehmann's(1993) attemptat partialreconciliation
notwithstanding.
Most appliedresearchersare unmindfulof the historicaldevelopmentof methodsof statisticalinference,and of the conflation of Fisherianand Neyman-Pearsonideas. Of criticalimportance,as Goodman(1993) pointedout, is the extensivefailureto
recognize the incompatibilityof Fisher'sevidentialp value with
the Type I errorrate, a, of Neyman-Pearson statistical orthodoxy. The distinctionbetween evidence (p's) and error (a's) is
no semanticquibble. Instead,it illustratesthe fundamentaldifferences between Fisher's ideas on significance testing and inductive inference,and Neyman-Pearson'sviews on hypothesis
testingandinductivebehavior.Because statisticstextbookstend
to anonymouslycobble togetherelements from both schools of
thought,however,confusion over the reportingand interpretation of statisticaltests is inevitable.Paradoxically,this misunderstandingover measuresof evidence versus erroris so deeply
entrenchedthat it is not even seen as being a problem by the
vast majorityof researchers.In particular,the misinterpretation
of p values results in an overstatementof the evidence against
the null hypothesis.A consequenceof this is the numberof "statistically significanteffects" later found to be negligible, to the
embarrassmentof the statisticalcommunity.
Given the above concerns, this article has two major objectives. First,we outline the markeddifferencesin the conceptual
foundations of the Fisherian and Neyman-Pearson statistical
testing approaches.Second, we show how the rival ideas from
the two schools of thoughthave been unintentionallymixed together.We illustratehow this mixing has resultedin widespread
confusion over the interpretationof p values and a levels. This
mass confusion, in turn,has renderedapplicationsof classical
statisticaltestingall butmeaninglessamongappliedresearchers.
In passing,we suggest a possible reconciliationbetweenp's and
a's.

2. FISHER'S SIGNIFICANCE TESTING AND
INDUCTIVE INFERENCE
Fisher's views on significance testing, presented in his researchpapersandin variouseditionsof his enormouslyinfluential texts, StatisticalMethodsfor Research Workers(1925) and
The Design of Experiments(1935a), took root among applied
researchers.Centralto his conception of inductiveinference is
what he called the null hypothesis,Ho. Fisher soughtto provide
a more "objective"approachto inductiveinference. Therefore,
he rejectedthe methodsof inverseprobability,thatis, the probability of a hypothesis(H) given the data(x), or Pr(H |x), in favor
TheAmericanStatistician,August2003, Vol.57, No. 3
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of the directprobability,or Pr(| H). This was facilitatedby his
conviction that: "it is possible to argue from consequences to
causes, from observationsto hypotheses"(Fisher 1966, p. 3).
More specifically,Fisherused discrepanciesin the datato reject
the null hypothesis,that is, the probabilityof the datagiven the
truthof the null hypothesis, or Pr( |Ho). Thus, a significance
test is a procedurefor establishingthe probabilityof an outcome,
as well as more extremeones, on a null hypothesis of no effect
or relationship.
In Fisher's approachthe researchersets up a null hypothesis that a sample comes from a hypotheticalinfinitepopulation
with a known samplingdistribution.The null hypothesisis said
to be "disproved,"as Fisher called it, or rejectedif the sample
estimatedeviatesfrom the mean of the samplingdistributionby
more than a specified criterion, the level of significance. According to Fisher (1966, p. 13), "It is usual and convenientfor
experimentersto take 5 per cent. as a standardlevel of significance, in the sense that they are preparedto ignore all results
which fail to reach this standard...." Consequently,the Fisherianscheme of significancetesting centerson the rejectionof the
null hypothesisat the p < .05 level. Or as he (Fisher1966, p. 16)
declared:"Everyexperimentmay be said to exist only in order
to give the facts a chance of disprovingthe null hypothesis."
ForFisher(1926, p. 504), then,a phenomenonwas considered
to be demonstrablewhen we know how to conductexperiments
that will typically yield statistically significant (p < .05) results: "A scientific fact should be regardedas experimentally
establishedonly if a properlydesigned experimentrarelyfails
to give this level of significance."(Original emphasis.) But it
would be wrong, contraryto popularopinion, to conclude that
althoughFisher (1926, p. 504) endorsed the 5% level, that he
was wedded to it: "If one in twenty does not seem high enough
odds, we may, if we preferit, drawthe line at one in fifty (the 2
per cent point), or one in a hundred(the 1 per cent point)."
Fisher regardedp values as constitutinginductive evidence
againstthe null hypothesis;the smallerthe p value, the greater
the weight of said evidence (Johnstone1986, 1987b; Spielman
1974). In terms of his famous disjunction,a p value < .05 on
the null hypothesis indicates that "Eitheran exceptionallyrare
chance has occurredor the theory is not true"(Fisher 1959, p.
39). Accordingly, a p value for Fisher representedan "objective" way for researchersto assess the plausibility of the null
hypothesis:

(Fisher 1959, p. 76). He proclaimed that "The study of inductive
reasoning is the study of the embryology of knowledge" (Fisher
1935b, p. 54), and that "Inductive inference is the only process
known to us by which essentially new knowledge comes into the
world" (Fisher 1966, p. 7). In announcing this, however, he was
keenly aware that not everyone shared his inductivist approach,
especially

him, the p value assumes an epistemologicalrole. As he put it,
"Theconclusionsdrawnfromsuch [significance]tests constitute
the stepsby whichthe researchworkergains a betterunderstanding of his experimentalmaterial,andof the problemsit presents"

ample, what is the complement of a N(0, 1) model? Is it the
mean differingfrom 0, the variancedifferingfrom 1, the model
not being Normal?Formally,Fisher only had the null model in
mind and wantedto check if the data were compatiblewith it.

... mathematicians[like Neyman] who have been trained, as most
mathematiciansare, almost exclusively in the technique of deductive
reasoning [and who as a result would] ... deny at first sight that rigorous inferencesfrom the particularto the general were even possible
(Fisher 1935b, p. 39).
This concession aside, Fisher steadfastly argued that inductive
reasoning is the primary means of knowledge acquisition, and
he saw the p values from significance tests as being evidential.
3.

NEYMAN-PEARSON HYPOTHESIS TESTING
AND INDUCTIVE BEHAVIOR

Neyman-Pearson (1928a, 1928b, 1933) statistical methodology, originally viewed as an attempt to "improve" on Fisher's
approach, gained in popularity after Word War II. It is widely
thought of as constituting the basis of classical statistical testing
(Royall 1997; Spielman 1974). Their work on hypothesis testing, terminology they employed to contrast with Fisher's "significance testing," differed markedly, however, from the latter's
paradigm of inductive inference. (We keep the traditional name
"Neyman-Pearson" to denote this school of thought, although
Lehmann (1993) mentioned that Pearson apparently did not participate in the confrontations with Fisher.) The Neyman-Pearson
approach formulates two competing hypotheses, the null hypothesis (Ho) and the alternative hypothesis (HA). In a not so
oblique reference to Fisher, Neyman commented on the rationale
for an alternative hypothesis:
... when selecting a criterionto test a particularhypothesis H, should
we consider only the hypothesis H, or something more? It is known
thatsome statisticiansare of the opinion thatgood tests can be devised
by taking into considerationonly the [null] hypothesis tested. But my
opinion is that this is impossible and that, if satisfactorytests are actually devised without explicit considerationof anythingbeyond the
hypothesis tested, it is because the respective authorssubconsciously
take into considerationcertainrelevantcircumstances,namely,the alternativehypothesis thatmay be true if the hypothesis tested is wrong
(Neyman 1952, p. 44; originalemphasis).

Specification of an alternative hypothesis critically distinguishes
between the Fisherian and Neyman-Pearson methodologies, and
... thefeelinginducedby a testof significance
hasanobjectivebasisin this was one of the topics that both camps vehemently disagreed
thattheprobability
statement
on whichit is basedis a factcommunica- about over the years.
ble to andverifiableby otherrationalminds.Thelevelof significance
In a sense, Fisher used some kind of casual, generic, unspecin suchcasesfulfilstheconditionsof a measureof therationalgrounds
for thedisbelief[in thenullhypothesis]it engenders(Fisher1959,p. ified, alternative when computing p values, somehow implicit
43).
when identifying the test statistic and "more extreme outcomes"
to compute p values, or when talking about the sensitivity of an
In other words, Fisher consideredthe use of probabilityvalues experiment. But he never explicitly defined nor used specific
to be more reliable than, say, "eyeballing"results.
alternative hypotheses. In the merging of the two schools of
Fisherbelieved that statisticscould play an importantpartin thought, it is often taken that Fisher's significance testing impromotinginductiveinference,thatis, drawinginferencesfrom plies an alternative hypothesis which is simply the complement
the particularto the general, from samples to populations.For of the null, but this is difficult to formalize in general. For ex-
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In Neyman-Pearson theory, therefore, the researcher chooses
a (usually point) null hypothesis and tests it against the alternative hypothesis. Their framework introduced the probabilities of
committing two kinds of errors based on considerations regarding the decision criterion, sample size, and effect size. These
errors were false rejection (Type I error) and false acceptance
(Type II error) of the null hypothesis. The former probability is
called a, while the latter probability is designated /3.
The Neyman-Pearson theory of hypothesis testing introduced
the completely new concept of the power of a statistical test. The
power of a test, defined as (1 - /3), is the probability of rejecting
a false null hypothesis. Because Fisher's statistical testing procedure admits of no alternative hypothesis (HA), the concepts
of Type II error and the power of the test are not relevant. Fisher
made this clear: "The notion of an error of the so-called 'second kind,' due to accepting the null hypothesis 'when it is false'
... has no meaning with respect to simple tests of significance,
in which the only available expectations are those which flow
from the null hypothesis being true" (Fisher 1966, p. 17). Fisher
never saw the need for an alternative hypothesis (but see our
comments above).
Fisher (1966, p. 21) nevertheless hints at the notion of the
power of a test when he referred to how "sensitive" an experiment might be in detecting departures from the null. As Neyman
(1967, p. 1459) later expressed, "The consideration of power
is occasionally implicit in Fisher's writings, but I would have
liked to see it treated explicitly." Essentially, however, Fisher's
"sensitivity" and Neyman-Pearson's "power" refer to the same
concept. But here ends the, purely conceptual, agreement: power
has no methodological role in Fisher's approach whereas it has
a crucial one in Neyman-Pearson's.
Although Fisher's view of inductive inference focused on the
rejection of the null hypothesis, Neyman and Pearson dismissed
the entire idea of inductive reasoning out of hand. Instead, their
concept of inductive behavior sought to establish rules for making decisions between two hypotheses, irrespective of the researcher's belief in either one. Neyman explained:
Thus, to accept a hypothesis H means only to decide to take action A
ratherthan action B. This does not mean that we necessarily believe
thatthe hypothesisH is true... [while rejectingH] ... meansonly that
the rule prescribesaction B and does not imply thatwe believe that H
is false (Neyman 1950, pp. 259-260).
Neyman-Pearson theory, then, replaces the idea of inductive
reasoning with that of inductive behavior. In defending his preference for inductive behavior over inductive inference, Neyman
wrote:
... the term "inductivereasoning"remainsobscure and it is uncertain
whetheror not the termcan be convenientlyused to denote any clearly
defined concept. On the otherhand ... there seems to be room for the
term "inductivebehavior."This may be used to denote the adjustment
of our behaviorto limited amountsof information.The adjustmentis
partlyconscious and partlysubconscious.The conscious partis based
on certainrules (if I see this happening,then I do that) which we call
rules of inductive behavior.In establishing these rules, the theory of
probabilityand statistics both play an importantrole, and there is a
considerableamountof reasoninginvolved.As usual, however,the reasoning is all deductive(Neyman 1950, p. 1; our emphasis).
The Neyman-Pearson approach is deductive in nature and argues from the general to the particular. They formulated a "rule
of behavior" for choosing between two alternative courses of ac-

tion, accepting or rejecting the null hypothesis, such that "... in
the long run of experience, we shall not be too often wrong"
(Neyman and Pearson 1933, p. 291).
The decision to accept or reject the hypothesis in their framework depends on the costs associated with committing a Type I
or Type II error. These costs have nothing to do with statistical
theory, but are based instead on context-dependent pragmatic
considerations where informed personal judgment plays a vital
role. Thus, the researcher would design an experiment to control
the probabilities of the a and 3 error rates. The "best" test is one
that minimizes /3 subject to a bound on a (Lehmann 1993). And
in an act that Fisher, as we shall see, could never countenance,
Neyman referred to a as the significance level of a test:
The errorthat a practicingstatisticianwould considerthe more importantto avoid (which is a subjectivejudgment)is called the errorof the
first kind. The first demand of the mathematicaltheory is to deduce
such test criteriaas would ensure that the probabilityof committing
an errorof the first kind would equal (or approximatelyequal, or not
exceed) a preassignednumbera, such as a = 0.05 or 0.01, etc. This
numberis called the level of significance (Neyman 1976, p. 161; our
emphasis).
Since a is specified or fixed prior to the collection of the data,
the Neyman-Pearson procedure is sometimes referred to as the
fixed a/fixed level approach (Lehmann 1993). This is in sharp
contrast to the data-based p value, which is a random variable
whose distribution is uniform over the interval [0, 1] under the
null hypothesis. Thus, the a and f3 error rates define a "critical"
or "rejection" region for the test statistic, say z or t > 1.96. If
the test statistic falls in the critical region Ho is rejected in favor
of HA, otherwise Ho is retained.
Moreover, while Fisher claimed that his significance tests
were applicable to single experiments (Johnstone 1987a; Kyburg 1974; Seidenfeld 1979), Neyman-Pearson hypothesis tests
do not allow an inference to be made about the outcome of any
specific hypothesis that the researcher happens to be investigating. The latter were quite explicit about this: "We are inclined to
think that as far as a particular hypothesis is concerned, no test
based upon the theory of probability can by itself provide any
valuable evidence of the truth or falsehood of that hypothesis"
(Neyman and Pearson 1933, pp. 290-291).
Neyman-Pearson theory is nonevidential. Fisher recognized
this when agreeing that their "acceptance procedures" approach
could play a part in repeated sampling, quality control decisions. This admission notwithstanding, Fisher was adamant that
Neyman-Pearson's cost-benefit, decision making, orientation to
statistics was an inappropriate model for the conduct of science,
reminding us that there exists a:
... deep-seateddifferencein point of view which arises when Tests of
Significancearereinterpretedon the analogyof AcceptanceDecisions.
It is indeednot only numericallyerroneousconclusions,seriousas these
are, that are to be fearedfrom an uncriticalacceptanceof this analogy.
An importantdifference is that decisions are final, while the state of
opinion derivedfrom a test of significanceis provisional,and capable,
not only of confirmation,but of revision (Fisher 1959, p. 100).
Clearly, Fisher and Neyman were at odds over the role played
by statistical testing in scientific investigations, and over the
nature of the scientific enterprise itself. In fact, the dogged insistence on the correctness of their respective conceptions of
statistical testing and the scientific method resulted in ongoing
TheAmericanStatistician,August2003, Vol.57, No. 3
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acrimoniousexchanges, at both the professional and personal laying down axiomatically,what is not agreed or generally true, that
the level of significance must be equal to the frequency with which
levels, between them.
4.

CONFUSION OVER THE INTERPRETATION OF
p's AND a's

Most users of statistical tests in the applied sciences are
unawareof the above distinctions between the Fisherian and
Neyman-Pearson camps (Gigerenzer 1993; Goodman 1993;
Royall 1997). This is becausemanystatisticstextbookscombine
(sometimes incongruous)ideas from both schools of thought,
usually withoutacknowledging,or worse yet, recognizing,this.
Johnstone(1986) remarkedthat statistical testing usually follows Neyman-Pearsonformally,butFisherphilosophically.For
instance,Fisher'sidea of disprovingthe null hypothesisis taught
in tandemwith the Neyman-Pearsonconcepts of alternativehypotheses, Type II errors,and the power of a statisticaltest.
As a primeexampleof the bewildermentarisingfromthe mixing of Fisher's views on inductiveinference with the NeymanPearsonprincipleof inductivebehavior,considerthe widely unappreciatedfactthatthe former'sp valueis incompatiblewiththe
Neyman-Pearsonhypothesistest in which it has become embedded (Goodman 1993). Despite this incompatibility,the upshot
of this mergeris that the p value is now inextricablyentangled
with the TypeI errorrate,a. As a result,most empiricalworkin
the applied sciences is conductedalong the following approximate lines: The researcherstates the null (Ho) and alternative
(HA) hypotheses,the TypeI errorrate/significancelevel, a, and
supposedly-but very rarely-calculates the statistical power
of the test (e.g., t). These proceduralsteps are entirely consistent with Neyman-Pearsonconvention.Next, the test statisticis
computedfor the sample data, and in an attemptto have one's
cake and eat it too, an associatedp value is determined.The p
value is then mistakenlyinterpretedas a frequency-basedType
I errorrate, and simultaneously as an incorrect (i.e., p < a)
measureof evidence againstHo.
Confusionover the meaningand interpretationof p's and a's
is close to total. It is almost guaranteedby the fact that,Fisher's
efforts to distinguish between them to the contrary,this same
confusion exists among some statisticians. These themes are
addressedbelow.

the hypothesisis rejectedin repeatedsamplingof any fixed population
allowed by hypothesis. This intrusiveaxiom, which is foreign to the
reasoningon which the tests of significancewere in fact based seems
to be a real bar to progress... " (Fisher 1945, p. 130).
And he periodically reinforced these sentiments:
The attemptsthat have been made to explain the cogency of tests of
significancein scientificresearch,by referenceto supposedfrequencies
of possible statements,based on them, being rightor wrong, thus seem
to miss the essential natureof such tests (Fisher 1959, p. 41).
Here, Fisher is categorically denying the equivalence of p values
and Neyman-Pearson a levels, that is, long-run frequencies of
rejecting Ho when it is true. Fisher captured a major distinction
between his and Neyman-Pearson's notions of statistical tests
when he pronounced:
This [Neyman-Pearson]doctrine, which has been very dogmatically
asserted,makes a trulymarvellousmysteryof the tests of significance.
On the earlierview, held by all those to whom we owe the firstexamples
of these tests, such a test was logically elementary.It presented the
logical disjunction:Eitherthe hypothesisis not true,or an exceptionally
rareoutcome has occurred(Fisher 1960, p. 8).
Seidenfeld (1979) and Rao (1992) agreed that the correct reading of a Fisherian significance test is through this disjunction,
as opposed to some long-run frequency interpretation. In direct
opposition, however, "the essential point [of Neyman-Pearson
theory] is that the solution reached is always unambiguously interpretable in terms of long range relative frequencies" (Neyman
1955, p. 19). Hence the impasse.
4.2

Confusion Over p's and a's Among Some Statisticians

4.2.1

Misinterpreting the p Value as a Type I Error Rate

Despite the admonitions about the p value not being an error
rate, Casella and Berger (1987, p. 133) voiced their concern that
"there are a great many statistically naive users who are interpreting p values as probabilities of Type I error..." Unfortunately,
such misinterpretations are confined not only to the naive users
of statistical tests. For example, Gibbons and Pratt (1975, p.
21), in an article titled "P-Values: Interpretation and Methodology," erroneously stated: "Reporting a P-value, whether exact
4.1 Fisher-The Significance Level (p) of a Test is Not a
or within an interval, in effect permits each individual to choose
Type I Error Rate (a)
his own level of significance as the maximum tolerable probabilFisherwas insistentthatthe significancelevel of a test had no
ity of a Type I error."Again, Hung, O'Neill, Bauer, and Kohne
ongoing sampling interpretation.With respect to the .05 level,
(1997, p. 12) noted that the p value is a measure of evidence
for example, he emphasizedthat this does not indicate that the
against the null hypothesis, but then go on to confuse p values
researcher"allowshimself to be deceived once in every twenty
with Type I error rates: "The a level is a preexperiment Type
experiments.The test of significance only tells him what to igI error rate used to control the probability that the observed P
nore,namely all experimentsin which significantresultsarenot
value in the experiment of making an error rejection of Ho when
obtained"(Fisher1929, p. 191). ForFisher,the significancelevel
in fact Ho is true is a or less."
provideda measureof evidence for the "objective"disbelief in
Or consider Berger and Sellke's response to Hinkley's (1987)
the null hypothesis;it had no long-run frequentistcharacteriscomments on their article:

tics.
Indeed, interpretingthe significance level of a test in terms Hinkleydefendsthe P valueas an "unambiguouslyobjectiveerrorrate."
of a Neyman-PearsonType I errorrate, a, ratherthan via a p The use of the term "errorrate"suggests that the [Neyman-Pearson]
value, infuriated Fisher who complained:
Inrecenttimes one often-repeatedexpositionof the tests of significance,
by J. Neyman, a writernot closely associatedwith the developmentof
these tests, seems liable to lead mathematicalreadersastray,through
174

frequentist justifications ... for confidence intervals and fixed a-level
hypothesis tests carry over to P values. This is not true. Hinkley's
interpretation of the P value as an error rate is presumably as follows:
the P value is the Type I error rate that would result if this observed
P value were used as the critical significance level in a long sequence
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of hypothesis tests ... This hypotheticalerrorrate does not conform a 100a% false rejectionsof the null on repeateduse. Otherwise
to the usual classical notion of "repeated-use"errorrate, since the P
stated,only the fact thatp < a is of any interest,not the specific
value is determinedonly once in this sequence of tests. The frequentist
value
of p itself.
justificationsof significancetests and confidenceintervalsare in terms
A
related
issue is whetherone can carryoutbothtestingproceof how these proceduresperformwhen used repeatedly.

duresin parallel.We have seen from a philosophicalperspective
Can P values be justified on the basis of how they performin repeated thatthis is extremelyproblematic.We do not recommendit from
use? We doubt it. For one thing, how would one measurethe perfor- a pragmaticpoint of view either,because the dangerin interpretmance of P values? (Bergerand Sellke 1987, p. 136; our emphasis).

Berger and Delampady (1987, p. 329) correctly insisted that
the interpretation of the p value as an error rate is strictly prohibited: "P-values are not a repetitive error rate... A NeymanPearson error probability, a, has the actual frequentist interpretation that a long series of a level tests will reject no more
than 100a% of true Ho, but the data-dependent-P-values have
no such interpretation." (Original emphasis). In sum, although
p's and a's have very different meanings, Bayarri and Berger
(2000) nevertheless contended that among statisticians there is
a near ubiquitous misinterpretation of p values as frequentist
error probabilities.
4.2.2 Using the p < a Criterion as a Measure of Evidence
Against Ho
At the same time that the p value is being incorrectly reported
as a Neyman-Pearson Type I error rate, it will also be incorrectly interpreted in a quasi-Fisherian sense as evidence against
Ho. This is accomplished in an unusual manner by examining
the inequality between a measure of evidence and a long-term
error rate, or p < a. If p < a, a statistically significant finding is reported, and the null hypothesis is disproved, or at least
discredited. Statisticians also commit this mistake. In an article
published in the Encyclopedia of Statistical Sciences intended
to clarify the meaning of p values, for example, Gibbons (1986,
p. 367) falsely concluded that: "Hence the relationship between
P values and the classical [Neyman-Pearson] method is that if
P < a, we should reject Ho, and if P > a, we should accept
Ho." But Gibbons is by no means alone among statisticians regarding this confusion over the evidential content (and mixing)
of p's and a's. For instance, Donahue (1999, p. 305) stated: "Obviously, with respect to rejecting the null hypothesis and small
values of P, we proceed as tradition dictates by rejecting H if
P < a." (Our emphasis.)
But the p value plays no role in Neyman-Pearson theory. Instead, their framework focuses on decision rules with a priori
stated error rates, a and /3, which are limiting frequencies based
on long-run repeated sampling. If a result falls into the critical region Ho is rejected and HA is accepted, otherwise Ho is
accepted and HA is rejected.
Of course, for a fixed, prespecified a, the Neyman-Pearson
decision rule is fully determined by the critical region of the
sample, which in turn can be characterized in terms of many
different statistics (in particular, of any one-to-one transformation of the original test statistic). Therefore, it could be defined
equivalently in terms of the p value, and stated as saying that

ing the p value as a data-dependentadjustableTypeI erroris too
great, no matterthe warnings to the contrary.Indeed, if a researcheris interestedin the "measureof evidence"providedby
thep value,we see no use in also reportingthe errorprobabilities,
since they do not refer to any propertythat the p value has. (In
addition,the appropriateinterpretationof p values as a measure
of evidence againstthe null is not clear.We delay this discussion
until Section 5.) Likewise, if the researcheris concerned with
errorprobabilitiesthe specific p value is irrelevant.
Despite the above statements,Goodman (1993, 1999) and
Royall (1997) noted thatbecause of its superficialresemblance
to the Neyman-PearsonTypeI errorrate,a, thep value has been
absorbedinto the former'shypothesistesting method. In doing
so, thep valuehas been interpretedas botha measureof evidence
and an "observed"errorrate.This has led to widespreadconfusion over the meaning of p values and a levels. Unfortunately,
as Goodmanpointed out:
... becausep-valuesandthecriticalregionsof hypothesistestsareboth
tail areaprobabilities,
theyareeasy to confuse.Thisconfusionblurs
thedivisionbetweenconceptsof evidenceanderrorforthestatistician,
and obscures it completely for nearly everyone else (Goodman 1992,
p. 879).

4.3 p's, a's and the .05 Level

It is ironic that the confusion surroundingthe distinctionbetween p's and a's was unwittinglyexacerbatedby Neyman and
Pearson themselves. This occurred when, despite their insistence on flexibility over the balancing of a and / errors,they
adoptedas a matterof expediency Fisher's 5% and 1% significancelevels to help definetheirTypeI errorrates(Pearson1962).
Consequently,it is small wonderthatmanyresearchersconfuse
Fisher's evidential p values with Neyman-Pearsonbehavioral
errorrates when both concepts are commonly employed at the
5% and 1%levels.
Many researcherswill no doubt be surprisedby the statisticians' confusion over the correctmeaningand interpretationof
p values and a levels. After all, one might anticipatethat the
propertiesof these commonly used statisticalmeasures would
be completely understood.But this is not the case. To underscore this point, in commentingon various issues surrounding
the interpretationof p values, Berger and Sellke (1987, p. 135)
unequivocally spelled out that: "These are not dead issues, in
the sense of being well known and thoroughlyaired long ago;
althoughthe issues arenot new, we havefound the vast majority
of statisticiansto be largely unawareof them."(Ouremphasis.)
Schervish's(1996) articlealmosta decadelater,tellingly entitled
"P Values:What They Are and What They Are Not," suggests
that confusion remainsin this regardwithin the statistics comthe null hypothesis should be rejected if the observedp < a, munity.
The near-universalconfusion among researchers over the
and acceptedotherwise.But in this manner,only the NeymanPearson interpretationis valid, and no matterhow small the p meaning of p values and a levels becomes easier to apprecivalue is, the appropriatereportis that the procedureguarantees ate when it is formally acknowledgedthatboth expressions are
TheAmericanStatistician,August2003, Vol.57, No. 3
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used to indicatethe "significancelevel" of a test. But note their
completely different interpretations.The level of significance
shown by a p value in a Fisheriansignificancetest refers to the
probabilityof observing data this extreme (or more so) under
a null hypothesis. This data-dependentp value plays an epistemic role by providinga measureof inductiveevidence against
Ho in single experiments.This is very differentfrom the significance level denoted by a in a Neyman-Pearsonhypothesis
test. With Neyman-Pearson,the focus is on minimizing Type
II, or /3, errors(i.e., false acceptanceof a null hypothesis) subject to a bound on Type I, or a, errors(i.e., false rejectionsof a
null hypothesis).Moreover,this errorminimizationappliesonly
to long-runrepeatedsampling situations,not to individualexperiments,and is a prescriptionfor behaviors, not a means of
collecting evidence. When seen from this vantage,the two concepts of statisticalsignificancecould scarcelybe furtherapartin
meaning.
The problemis thatthese distinctionsbetweenp's anda's are
seldom made explicit in the literature.Instead,they tend to be
used interchangeably,especially in statisticstextbooksaimed at
practitioners.Thus, we have a nameless amalgamationof the
Fisherian and Neyman-Pearson paradigms, with the p value
serving as the conduit, that has created the potent illusion of
a uniform statisticalmethodology somehow capable of generating evidence from single experiments,while at the same time
minimizingthe occurrenceof errorsin both the shortand long
hauls(Goodman1993). It is now ensconcedin college curricula,
textbooks,andjournals.
5.

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

If researchersare confused over the meaningof p values and
Type I errorprobabilities,and the Fisher and Neyman-Pearson
theories seemingly cannot be combined, what should we do?
The answer is not obvious since both schools have important
merits and drawbacks.In the following account we no longer
addressthe philosophicalissues concerningthe distinctionsbetween p's and a's that have been the main themes of previous
sections,in the hope thatthese areclearenough.Instead,we concentrateon the implicationsfor statisticalpractice:Is it betterto
reportp values or errorprobabilitiesfrom a test of hypothesis?
We follow this with a discussion of how we can, in fact, reconcile the Fisherianand Neyman-Pearsonianstatisticaltesting
frameworks.
5.1 Some Practical Problems with p's and a's
Neyman-Pearsontheory has the advantageof its clear interpretation:Of all the tests being carriedout aroundthe world at
the .05 level, at most 5%of themresultin a false rejectionof the
null. [Thefrequentistargumentdoes not requirerepetitionof the
exact same experiment.See, for instance, Berger (1985, p. 23)
andreferencesthere.]Its maindrawbackis thatthe performance
of the procedureis always the prespecifiedlevel. Reportingthe
same "error,".05 say, no matterhow incompatiblethe dataseem
to be with the null hypothesisis clearlyworrisomein appliedsituations,and hence the appealof the data-dependentp values in
researchpapers.On the otherhand,for qualitycontrolproblems,
a strictNeyman-Pearsonanalysis is appropriate.
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The chief methodological advantageof the p value is that
it may be taken as a quantitativemeasure of the "strengthof
evidence" against the null. However, while p values are very
good as relativemeasuresof evidence, they are extremelydifficult to interpretas absolute measures.Whatexactly "evidence"
of around, say, .05 (as measuredby a p value) means is not
clear. Moreover,the various misinterpretationsof p values all
result,as we shall see, in an exaggerationof the actualevidence
againstthe null. This is very disconcertingon practicalgrounds.
Indeed, many "effects"found in statistical analyses have later
been shown to be mere flukes. For examples of these, visit the
Web pages mentionedin www.stat.duke.edu/~bergerunder "p
values."Suchresultsunderminethe credibilityof the profession.
A common mistakeby users of statisticaltests is to misinterpret the p value as the probabilityof the null hypothesis being
true. This is not only wrong, but p values and posteriorprobabilities of the null can differ by several orders of magnitude,
the posteriorprobabilityalways being larger(see Berger 1985;
Berger and Delampady 1987; Berger and Sellke 1987). Most
books, even at the elementarylevel, are awareof this misinterpretationand warnaboutit. It is rare,however,for these books
to emphasize the practicalconsequences of falsely equatingp
values with posteriorprobabilities,namely,the conspicuousexaggerationof evidence againstthe null.
As we have shown throughoutthis article, researchersroutinely confuse p values with errorprobabilities.This is not only
wrongphilosophically,butalso has far-reachingpracticalimplications. To see this we urge those teaching statisticsto simulate
the frequentistperformanceof p values in orderto demonstrate
the serious conflict between the student'sintuition and reality.
This can be done triviallyon the Web,even at the undergraduate
level, with an applet available at www.stat.duke.edu/~berger.
The applet simulates repeatednormal testing, retains the tests
providingp values in a given range, and counts the proportion
of those for which the null is true.The exercise is revealing.For
example, if in a long series of tests on, say, no effect of new
drugs (againstAIDS, baldness,obesity, common cold, cavities,
etc.) we assume that about half the drugs are effective (quite a
generousassumption),then of all the tests resultingin a p value
around .05 it is fairly typical to find that about 50% of them
come, in fact, from the null (no effect) and 50% from the alternative.These percentagesdepend, of course, on the way the
alternativesbehave, but an absolute lower bound, for any way
the alternativescould arise in the situationabove, is about22%.
The upshot for applied work is clear. Most notably,about half
(or at the very least over 1/5 ) of the times we see a p value
of .05, it is actuallycoming from the null. That is, a p value of
.05 provides,at most, very mild evidence againstthe null. When
practitioners(andstudents)arenot awareof this, they very likely
interpreta .05 p value as much greaterevidence againstthe null.
Finally, sophisticated statisticians (but very few students)
might offer the argumentthat p values are just a measure of
evidence in the sense that"eitherthe null is false, or a rareevent
has occurred."The main flaw in this viewpoint is that the "rare
event,"whose probability(underthe null) the p value computes,
is not based on observeddata,as the previousargumentimplies.
Instead,the probabilityof the set of all data more extremethan
the actualdatais computed.It is obvious thatin this set therecan
be datafarmoreincompatiblewith the null thanthe dataat hand,
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and hence this set provides much more "evidence"against the
null thandoes the actualdata.This conditionalfallacy,therefore,
also results in an exaggerationof the evidence against the null
providedby the observeddata. Ourinformalargumentis made
in a rigorousway in Berger and Sellke (1987) and Berger and
Delampady(1987).
5.2 Reconciling Fisher's and Neyman-Pearson's Methods
of Statistical Testing
So, what should we do? One possible course of action is to
use Bayesianmeasuresof evidence (Bayes factorsandposterior
probabilitiesfor hypothesis). Space constraintsprecludedebating this possibility here. Suffice it to say that there is a longstandingmisconceptionthat Bayesian methods are necessarily
"subjective."In fact, objectiveBayesian analyses can be carried
out withoutincorporatingany externalinformation(see Berger
2000), and in recentyears the objective Bayesian methodology
for hypothesistestingandmodel selectionhas experiencedrapid
development(Bergerand Pericchi2001).
The interesting question, however, is not whether another
methodologycan be adopted,but rathercan the ideas from the
Neyman-Pearsonand Fisher schools somehow be reconciled,
therebyretainingthe best of bothworlds?This is whatLehmann
(1993, p. 1248) had in mind, but he recognized that "A fundamental gap in the theory is the lack of clear principles for
selecting the appropriateframework."There is, however, such
a unifying theory which providesthe "appropriateframework"
Lehmann(1993) sought. This was clearly presentedby Berger
(2002). The intuitive notion behind it is that one should report
conditional errorprobabilities.That is, reports that retain the
unambiguousfrequency interpretation,but that are allowed to
varywith the observeddata.The specificproposalis to condition
on data that have the same "strengthof evidence"as measured
by p values. We see this as the ultimatereconciliationbetween
the two opposing camps. Moreover,it has an addedbonus: the
conditional error probabilitiescan be interpretedas posterior
probabilitiesof the hypotheses,thus guaranteeingeasy computationas well as markedsimplificationsin sequentialscenarios.
A very easy, approximate,calibrationof p values was given
by Sellke, Bayarri,and Berger(2001). It consists of computing,
for an observedp value, the quantity (1 + [-ep log(p)]-)-1) 1
and interpretingthis as a lower bound on the conditionalType
I errorprobability.For example, a p value of .05 results in a
conditional a of at least .289. (The calibration-ep log(p) can
be interpretedas a lowerboundon the Bayes factor.)Thatis, even
thoughap valueof .05 mightseem to give the impressionthatthe
evidence againstHo is about20 to 1, andhence quite strong,the
conditionala of at least .289 (andcorrespondingBayes factorof
at least 0.4) tells us otherwise.In particular,as shownby Sellke,
Bayarri,and Berger (2001), it can be interpreted(under some
conditions) as saying that among all the experimentsresulting
in p values around.05, at least 28.9%come fromthose in which
the null hypothesisis true.Also, the (Bayesian)odds againstHo
are at most 2.5 to 1. Both statementsreveal that the practical
evidence against Ho provided by a p value of .05 is, at best,
ratherweak. This, of course, is in flagrantcontradictionwith
usual interpretations.[For more discussion of this topic, and
the correspondingimplications,see Sellke, Bayarri,and Berger

(2001) and Berger (2002).] The formulasintroducedabove are
extremely simple and provide the correct order of magnitude
for interpretinga p value as an errorprobability,as well as the
evidence againstthe null given by a p value.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

It is disturbingthatthe ubiquitousp value cannotbe correctly
interpretedby the majority of researchers.As a result, the p
value is viewed simultaneouslyin Neyman-Pearson terms as
a deductive assessment of errorin long-runrepeatedsampling
situations,andin a Fisheriansense as a measureof inductiveevidence in a single study.In fact, a p value from a significancetest
has no place in the Neyman-Pearsonhypothesis testing framework. Contraryto popularmisconception,p's and a's are not
the same thing;they measuredifferentconcepts.
Nevertheless,bothconcepts-evidence anderror-can be important,andwe brieflyindicateda possible reconciliationby calibratingp values as conditionalerrorprobabilities.In the broader
picture, we believe that it would be especially informativeif
those teaching statistics courses in the applied disciplines addressed the historicaldevelopmentof statisticaltesting in their
classes andtheirtextbooks.It is hopedthatthis articlewill stimulate discussions along these lines.
[Received October2001. RevisedMay 2003.]
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Discussion
Kenneth N. BERK
One could cynically describe Sections 1 to 4 of this article how the originatorsof these ideas would have hatedto see them
as an attemptto tear down traditionalstatistical testing in an combined? This is asking a bit much in a situation where the
effort to sell the books and articlesby Bergerand his coauthors studentis tryingto learnnew termsand difficultconcepts, so we
listed in Section 5. It seems likely that statistical testing will cannotexpect to see a discussionof this historicalcontroversyin
remain unchanged, although these references offer interesting an introductorytext. I doubtthatmy coauthorand I will include
and creative alternative interpretations of p values.
it in our new introductorymathematicalstatisticstext.
Section 4.2 pointsan accusingfingerat some who supposedly
The theme of Sections 2 and 3 seems to be that Fisher did not
like what Neyman and Pearson did, and Neyman did not like got it wrong. Gibbonsand Prattare among the chosen ones, bewhat Fisher did, and therefore we should not do anything that cause they say thatreportinga p value allows each individualto
combines the two approaches. There is no escaping the premise choose "a level of significanceas the maximumtolerableprobhere, but the reasoning escapes me. I can see the image of two ability of a Type I error."If they are guilty, they have a lot of
gods standing on twin mountains and hurling thunderbolts at company.Textbookstypically describea similarprocedure,and
each other, but I still do not see why we cannot talk about p that is what a lot of people are doing in statisticalpractice.The
computeroutputcomes with a p value, and this allows the user
values and Type I errors in the same sentence. Section 4 begins
to make a judgment about whetherit is less than .05 or .01 or
by saying how terrible it is that "statistics textbooks combine
(sometimes incongruous) ideas from both schools of thought" whateverit takes to convince the user. Often the p value is communicatedin the publishedpaper,ratherthan a statementabout
without mentioning the controversy.
rejectingthe null hypothesis at the .05 level. This is in accord
Many books indeed do introduce the p value and then discuss
with what Moore and McCabe (1997, p. 476) said: "Different
how it can be used to decide whether to accept or reject the null
persons may feel that differentlevels of significanceare approhypothesis at the .05 level. And then they are supposed to say
priate.It is betterto reportthe p value, which allows each of us
KennethN. Berk is Professor Emeritus,Departmentof Mathematics,Box to decide individuallyif the evidence is sufficientlystrong."
4520, Illinois State University,Normal,IL 61790 (E-mail:kberk@ilstu.edu).
It is especially difficult to see the objections to Gibbons
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and Pratt (1975) (and presumably Moore and McCabe and pretty
much the whole statistical world) when you read further in Section 4.2 and see that, "for a prespecified a, the Neyman-Pearson
decision rule ... could be defined in terms of the p value." There
must be a linguistic subtlety here that I and many others are
missing. Maybe the issue is in the "prespecified" part, which
perhaps is not made sufficiently explicit by some. Indeed, Miller
and Miller (1999, p. 415) warned against the hazards of allowing
the choice of a afterward:
.. considerthe temptationone might be exposed to when choosing a
afterhaving seen the P value with which it is compared.Suppose, for
instance,thatan experimentyields a P valueof 0.036. If we areanxious
to rejectthe null hypothesis and prove our point, it would be tempting
to choose a = 0.05; if we areanxiousto acceptthe null hypothesisand
prove our point it would be temptingto choose a = 0.01.
Similarly, Anderson and Finn (1996, p. 421) gave this caution:
One cautionmust be observedin using a P value to decide if Ho is accepted or rejected.It is always temptingto look at a P value, especially
when it is printedby a computerprogram,and use it after the fact to
decide whatthe a level shouldbe. For example, supposewe did not set
a in advanceof a study and obtainedthe P value of .0359. If we have
a large personalinvestmentin the outcome of the study, we might be
temptedto set a at .05 in orderto reject Ho, whereas we might have
chosen .01 if a was set in advance.
From the point of view of this article, the worst thing in the
world is the confusion of the Type I error probability a and the
p value. One can only wonder about the reaction to this passage
from Boniface (1995, p. 21):
The level of significance is the probabilitythat a difference in means
has been erroneouslydeclaredto be significant.Typicalvalues for significancelevels are0.05 and0.01 (correspondingto 5% and 1%chance
of error).Anothername for significancelevel is p-value.
As is pointed out in Section 5, students frequently misinterpret the p value as the probability that the null hypothesis is
true. You might think therefore that texts would hammer away
at this fallacy with the hope of defeating it. However, I found

only one text that makes any effort in this regard. Rice (1995)
has true/false questions like this: "The p-value of a test is the
probability that the null hypothesis is correct."
Paradoxically, Rice's text is used mainly for very wellprepared students who presumably have less need for drill of
this kind. A case could be made that all introductory texts, especially those at lower levels, should have such exercises.
It should be acknowledged that some statisticians might answer "none of the above" to this article. That is, there are those
who prefer not to do hypothesis testing in any form, and instead
prefer confidence intervals. This includes statisticians in psychology (Harlow, Mulaik, and Steiger 1997), medicine (Rothman 1978), and engineering (Deming 1975; Hahn 1995). Deming pointed out what has occurred to many of us in dealing with
large datasets, that with enough data any hypothesis is rejected.
[Received October2001. RevisedMay 2003.]
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Discussion
Matthew A. CARLTON
The authors of this article rightly point out that many statistics students-and, we assume by extension, many statistics
practitioners-regularly misinterpret the p value of a hypothesis test. My students most commonly fall into the trap that a p
value indicates the probability that the null hypothesis is true.
However, the authors adamantly insist that most confusion stems
from the marriage of Fisherian and Neyman-Pearsonian ideas,
that such a marriage is a catastrophic error on the part of modern
statisticians, and that a radically different, Bayesian approach is
the solution. In this response, I will try to highlight my agreements and disagreements with the article and to discuss briefly
some key considerations for statistics teachers when they tackle
hypothesis testing.
MatthewA. Carltonis AssistantProfessor,Departmentof Statistics,California Polytechnic State University,San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 (E-mail: mcarlton@calpoly.edu).

One point made by the authors is well worth repeating: a p
value is not the same thing as a Type I error rate. In fact, it is
questionable whether we can interpret the p value as an error rate
at all. Statisticians generally agree on the following definition:
Given a hypothesis H and a random sample of data, we define
the P value to be the probability of observing data at least as
contradictory to H as our data, under the assumption that H is
true.
That definition does not sound anything like an error rate, so
why would someone make that misinterpretation? As the authors
note, the numerical comparison of the p value to the significance
level a, combined with the identification of a as the probability
of a Type I error, make the two seem analogous. Our own statistical terminology increases the confusion: some texts refer to the
The AmericanStatistician,August2003, Vol.57, No. 3
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p value as the observedsignificance level, furthercementingin
the students'minds thatp values and a's are somehow siblings.
In the authors' words: "P values are not a repetitive error
rate."This conclusion, which seems quite reasonablein light of
the above definition,distinguishesthe p value froma, which we
understandto representthe long-runerrorrateacrossall tests of
truenull hypotheses.That is,
a = PrH(RejectH),
where H is the null hypothesis being tested and "RejectH" abbreviatesthe rejectionrule for ourparticulartest. In a frequentist
sense, a 5% significancelevel ensures that, in the long run, (at
most) 5% of all true hypotheses will be mistakenlyrejectedby
our standardhypothesistesting procedure.
The confusion broughtabout by the interplayof these two
quantities(the p value and a) and the vocabularywe use to describe them indeed warrantsattention,and I am gratefulto the
authorsfor cautioning the statistical community on their misuse. But the authorsclaim this confusion runs rampantamong
researchers,without any real evidence to back up that concern.
More troubling, they seem intent on establishing that P values and Type I errorscannot coexist in the same universe.It is
unclearwhetherthe authorshave given any substantivereason
why we cannot utter "p value" and "TypeI error"in the same
sentence. Indeed, a good portion of their article is devoted to
attackingall those who would darecombine the work of Fisher,
Neyman,andPearsonwithoutanyjustificationfor theirhostility,
otherthanthe confusion betweenp values and a's per se. They
write:"[C]onsiderthe widely unappreciatedfactthat[Fisher's]p
value is incompatiblewith the Neyman-Pearsonhypothesistest
in which it has become embedded"(theiremphasis).The "fact"
of their incompatibilitycomes as surprisingnews to me, as I'm
sureit does to the thousandsof qualifiedstatisticiansreadingthe
article.The authorseven seem to suggest thatamongthe reasons
statisticiansshould now divorce these two ideas is that Fisher
andNeymanwere not terriblyfond of each other(or each other's
philosophieson testing). I have always viewed ourcurrentpractice, which integratesFisher's and Neyman's philosophies and
permitsdiscussion of both P values and Type I errors-though
certainlynot in parallel-as one of our discipline's greatertriumphs.
The authorsthen arguetwo seemingly contradictorylines of
thoughton the respectiveworth of p values and a's. They correctly note that a rejectiondecision in invariantundera one-toone transformation,so that,for example, "z > za" mightequate
to "pvalue < a" in the appropriatesetting.But they state:"only
the fact thatp < a is of any interest,not the specific value of p
itself." That statementfollows the strict Neyman-Pearsonphilosophy, but most statisticiansrecognize that the p value also
gives us a sense of the magnitudeof disparitybetween our data
and the null hypothesis (Fisher's "measureof evidence"). The
authorsfollow up this statement shortly thereafterwith: "Indeed, if a researcheris interestedin the 'measureof evidence'
provided by the p value, we see no use in also reportingthe
errorprobabilities,since they do not refer to any propertythat
the p value has." Arguably,the researcherfollowing a strictly
Fisherianphilosophy of measuring significance may not need
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a, but those who will makereal-worlddecisions based upon the
research(the FDA, the actuary'sboss) do.
Finally,the authorsoffer their solution to what they allege is
"near-universalconfusion among researchersover the meaning
of p values and a levels" (though,again, they fail to presentsignificantdatato supportthis allegation).Theyproposea Bayesian
approach:in essence, they have imposed a priordistributionon
their hypotheses (e.g., half of all new treatmentsare effective)
and therebycomputedthatusing a "p value < 5%"rule results
in 22% of rejectedhypotheses being true. They imply that the
disparitybetween 5% and 22% is an indictmentof the p value
method while failing to mentionthat these two percentsdo not
measure the same thing. A 5% cutoff means that 5% of true
hypotheses are rejected,not that 5% of rejectedhypotheses are
true. Conceding for the moment the inherentvalidity of their
Bayesian framework,they have compared Pr(x H) = 5% to
Pr(H|z) = 22% and become distraughtat their dissimilarity.
Back to the main issue: they profess that, by having statistical practitionerscompute the "conditional a" (their emphasis), (1 + [-e p log p]- )- 1, the Fisher-Neyman-Pearsonfeud
shall be resolved, and all this unnecessaryconfusion aboutevidence versus errorshall go away. If the whole point is ostensibly to avoid confusionamongmodernresearchers,how does the
Bayesian methodologyin general,andthis nonintuitiveformula
in particular,help? Surelythe authorsarenot suggestingthatwe
teach Bayesian hypothesis testing, let alone this lower bound
for a conditionalerrorrate, at the high school or undergraduate
service course level.
If researchersreally do misinterpretand misapply statistical
testingmethodology,thena maininitiativeas statisticiansshould
be to access these individualsso we can re-educatethem, not to
discardthe proceduralparadigmitself.
So, what should a statistics educator do with p values and
a's-throw away one (or both) of these notions in favorof conditionalerrorsand Bayesian methodology?Not in my view. Although the authors'warningsdo make me reconsiderwhether
I should focus more on the "classical"rejectionregion method
to avoid confusion, I still believe students (and, by extension,
professional researchers)can handle both p values and a's if
taughtcarefullyand thoughtaboutcarefully.
Drawing on my own experiencesteaching statistics,I would
advocatethe following game plan for teaching hypothesistesting in a mannerthat incorporatesboth Fisherianand NeymanPearsonianideas.
* Begin with an informal example, avoiding the terms "p
value" and "level of significance (a)." Lead them throughthe
logical process:assumingthis particularclaim is true,whatdoes
the samplingdistributionof our statisticlook like? Whatwould
be the chances of observing a sample statistic value of
or
more extreme?Now, suppose we take a randomsample and we
do observe a statistic value of
. What can we say aboutthe
credibilityof the originalclaim?
This leads into Fisher's dichotomy that either a rare event
has occurred, or the predicate claim is false. Incidentally, I see a
trichotomy when presented with a small p value: a rare event has
occurred, or the predicate claim is false, or the original sample
was not random. When I ask students, "why would we get a
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probabilityso low?"theygenerallyofferup a nonrandomsample greatlyreducetheirtendencyto then misinterpreta p value itself
as the firstexplanation.
as an errorrate.
* Next, formalizethe procedure.Introducethe terminology:
* Finally,introduceType I and Type II errors.Explain what
null hypothesis,alternativehypothesis,probabilityvalue (akap
the two potentialerrorsare, both genericallyand in the context
value). Identify these elements of the original informal examof a particularexample. Then, inform them that our heretofore
ple. Emphasizethat we questionedthe credibilityof the claim
"arbitrary"a is, in fact, the probabilityof committing a Type
because this probabilitywas small.
I error(assuming a simple null, of course). I generally do not
* Almost invariably,students will ask what qualifies as a prove this fact to my introductorylevel students;they seem to
"small p value."Now is the time to introducethe significance take my word for it, and a "proof"with any real rigor would
level, a. I usuallydescribea as a predeterminedcutoff for what only confuse them. They should understandthat Type I and II
we consider"small"and "notsmall"probabilitiesin the context errorsbalanceeach other,in the sense thatto reducethe chance
of our hypothesistest. At this point, studentsshould accept that of one errora prioriwe must raise the chance of the other.This
the significancelevel for a test is an agreedupon (e.g., 5%) but, brings up an importantpoint: emphasize to the studentsthat a
in some sense, arbitrarychoice. I teach my studentsto (1) report must be selected in the context of the problem,but in advance
their p value, not just "Reject Ho" or "Fail to Reject Ho" and of observing the data. The choice of a (5%, lower, or higher)
(2) frametheirconclusionsrelativeto a; for example, at the 5% reflectsthe researcher'sjudgmenton the relativeseverityof the
significancelevel, we cannotrejectthe claim that....
practical consequencesof TypeI andTypeIIerrorsin the context
of his or her situation.
* Emphasize the difference between statistical significance
(the p value was less than 5%) and practical significance (the
One last note:How can we makestudentsunderstandthe defevidence suggests a process change has occurredand that we
initionof a p value?The classic analogyof hypothesistesting to
should react to thatchange). Many introductorytextbooksgive
a jury trial serves well here:supposeyou are seated on a jury in
nice examples of this seemingly minor idea, but at its heart is
a criminaltrial.You arerequiredby law to operateundera "prea key philosophical difference between Neyman-Pearson and
sumptionof innocence";thatis, to assumethe defendant'sclaim
Fisher.
to be true until provenotherwise.In the jury room, your delibNotice that,thus far,I have made no mentionof Type I error, erationsboil down to the following question:What'sthe chance
thoughI claimed it can and shouldbe maintainedin our current the prosecutioncould amassthis muchevidence if the defendant
hypothesis testing framework.I generally wait until I am well were innocent?Thatis whatthe p value, in a loose sense, calcuinto hypothesis testing before I introducethe topics of Type I lates: the chance of acquiringthis much evidence againsta true
andTypeII error.This distancebetweenwhen the studentslearn null hypothesis.(This also allows us to interpreta as the cut-off
aboutp values and when they learn about errorrates seems to between "reasonabledoubt"and "beyondreasonabledoubt.")

Rejoinder
We thankthe discussantsfor theirvaluableinsights andinteresting comments on this difficult and fascinating area. In fact,
MatthewCarltonhas alreadyansweredmanyof the issues raised
by KennethBerk, so we will not repeathis clarifyingcomments.
We organize our brief rejoinderaroundthree main themes that
interestboth discussants.

similate a test of significanceto an acceptanceprocedure."This
assimilationis now all but completein the statisticscurriculum.
As we statedin ourarticle,Fishersaw thep value as a measure
of evidence, not as a frequentistevaluation.Unfortunately,as a
measureof evidence it is very misleading;but this is the topic
of other papers, not this one. The main problem is that the p
value computesnot the probability(or density) of the observed
1. Emphasisof the article. We want to clearly state that the
data given the null hypothesis, but the probabilityof this and
main goal of this article is to warn against the extensive mismoreextremedata. Most difficultieswithp values stem fromthe
conceptionthata p value is a frequentistmeasurejust because it
natural(butwrong)tendencyto interpretthe latteras the former.
is computedas a tail area. Frequentismaims at reportingmeaIf the p value had been introducedas the probability(or density)
sures of performancethat behave nicely in the long run, in the
of the observeddata (and only that data) underthe null model,
sense thatthe averagereportedperformanceis no betterthanthe
the confusion between p's and a's and the exaggerationof the
long runactual performanceof the statisticalprocedure.P valevidence againstHo providedby a p value would probablyhave
ues simply do not have this property.We wantedto use Fisher's
neverhappened.(Notice thatin the computationof the p value,
andNeyman'swordsbecausethey perfectlyunderstoodtheirrevery extreme data, stronglyunfavorableto the null hypothesis
spective philosophies. It was laterthat these philosophies were
is included.)
cobbled together,the end resultbeing thatthe p value is now in2. Theproposedsolution. Ouroriginalintentwas not to prodelibly linkedin researchers'mindswith the TypeI errorrate,a.
And this is precisely what Fisher (1955, p. 74) had complained pose a solution to the p's versus a's dilemma. We did this on
about when he accused Neyman-Pearsonof attempting"to as- purpose so as not to distractfrom the main goal of our article,
TheAmericanStatistician,August2003, Vol.57, No. 3
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statedpreviously,which is a crucialone in ourview. Ouraim was
to reveal how the anonymousmergerof two incompatibletesting paradigmsnow dominatesstatisticalteaching and practice.
We only touchedon our favoritesolutionto this incompatibility
at the requestof a referee,and did so just to introducethe reader
to relevantpapersaddressingthis topic. Section 5.2 of our article has only this modest role; it is not intendedto fully explain
or defend the adequacyof the proposednovel procedure,since
otherpaperswe cited alreadydo this.
The proposed solution is a novel methodology, and hence
difficultto grasp without careful reading of the mentionedpapers, and definitely impossible from the very little mention we
make of it in Section 5.2. We do, however, want to emphasize
that the conditionalfrequentisttest to which we brieflyrefer is
not a Bayesian solution. Rather,this solution is derivedunder
strictfrequentistmethodology,computesfrequentisterrorprobabilities, and conditions on p values as statistics reflectingthe
"evidence"in the data(see Sellke, Bayarri,andBerger2001, for
details).
3. Thecorrectteachingof hypothesistesting. This extremely
importantissue itself deservesseveralarticles(with discussion).
Again, however,it was not the focus of this article.Let us, nevertheless, make some brief remarkson Berk's and Carlton'scomments:
a. Hypothesistesting problems.Both discussantsreferto the
convenience of treating some hypothesis testing problems as
estimationproblems.We agree that many problemsposed and
solved as hypothesis testing problems are in reality estimation
problems.Only "real"hypotheses(those havingsome clear,distinctive,meaningandplausibility)shouldeverentera hypothesis
testingproblem.We shouldneveruse hypothesistestingtools for
a problemthat is intrinsicallyan estimationproblem(nor vice
versa, althoughthis misuse is less common). It is especially importantwhen the null hypothesisis a point null or a precise null
approximatedby a point null. [Forconditionsunderwhich this
approximationis valid, see Berger and Sellke (1987); in fact,
when n is very large, this is usually not possible. Realization
of this fact would alleviate many of the problemsencountered
when testing point nulls with very large n.]
b. Role of p values in testing. As a measureof evidence, the
p value is so misleading that there is real danger in teaching
it (unless it is used in a much weaker sense as a conditioning
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statistic). In a purely frequentistframework,there seems to be
no place for p values at all. A very modest role for them might
be as handy one-to-one transformations(when possible) of the
test statistics, one that allows easy checking of how far on the
tail of the null distributionthe observedvalue of the test statistic
is. This makes them convenient in reporting(in papers, or in
outputs from computer software). However, even this modest
role poses morereal dangersthanadvantages.Indeed,the use of
thep < a criterionhas been the sourceof muchof the confusion
that we have attemptedto convey in our article. We would be
much happierif its usage were droppedaltogether.
Measuresof evidence (as p values or likelihood ratios) have
radicallydifferentinterpretationsto frequentistmeasuresof performance (as Type I errorsand power functions), and mixing
both of them in the same analysis is always delicate. It certainly
requiresa fair amountof statisticaltrainingand sophistication,
and we believe thatit is way too dangerousto encourageits use
by the casual, statisticallyuntrained,user.
c. What shouldwe do? This is an extremelyimportantissue,
and one which cannotbe adequatelyaddressedin this brief rejoinder. We wish we had the magic solution that would please
everyone, but we do not. We have our own preferredsolutions,
but we do not wantto enterinto this argumenthere. This article
warns against one of the things we should not do: We should
not take a p value as a TypeI erroradjustablewith data. Smart
appliedstatisticiansare awareof the problem,but users at large
arenot. Otherarticleshave alreadywarnedagainstinterpretinga
smallp value as importantevidence againstthe null hypothesis.
Last, the confusionbetweenp values andposteriorprobabilities
is well understoodandtaughtin most elementarycourses (however,this is still probablythe mistakemost frequentlycommitted
by studentsand users).
[Received October2001. RevisedMay 2003.]
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